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MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT PRE-TEST INSTRUCTIONS 
 
The 2021-22 Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Pre-Test has been released and will be due Friday, 
March 18. All SELPA members must complete this report, regardless of whether federal 
funding is expected in 2021-22. The pre-test is not only a means to evaluate whether federal 
MOE requirements will be met before the window to adjust spending at the LEA passes, but 
also an opportunity to analyze overall special education spending from all revenue sources 
prior to year-end. In conjunction with completing the pre-test, we recommend that our 
partners who were required to pass the MOE last year review their 2020-21 Actual-to-Actual 
and Subsequent Year Tracking submissions, which may be viewed in the Fiscal Portal, as this is 
the basis for the comparison data in 2021-22.  
 
The MOE Pre-Test has two components (Actual and Budget) and both reports need to be 
completed. For the pre-test, we do not collect excess cost or subsequent year tracking forms.  

 

• Actual-Actual: The Actual-Actual is for the current year (2021-22) and all 
anticipated Special Education expenses through June 30, 2022 should be 
accounted for. The Actual-Actual compares data for the current year to the data 
from the last passing year for each individual test. Should an LEA meet or 
exceed spending, they will pass that test, resetting the comparison data going 
forward. Should an LEA not meet any of the four tests at year end, they will 
forfeit all or a portion of their federal funds. The Actual-Actual should be 
completed prior to completing the Actual-Budget. 
 

• Actual-Budget:  The Actual-Budget is for the budget year (2022-23) and all 
anticipated Special Education expenses for the 2022-23 school year should be 
accounted for. The Actual-Budget compares data for the budget year to the 
data from the last passing year for each individual test. Should an LEA meet or 
exceed spending, they will pass that test. This does not re-set the comparison 
year but does allow federal funding for the budget year. After submitting the 
Actual-Budget, any adjustments to the Actual-Actual will require the Actual-
Budget to be resubmitted to capture those changes. 
 

 
Completing the MOE Pre-test 
 
 

1) Special Education Revenues 
 

Revenues are pre-populated by the SELPA and should align with the revenues posted to 
the website.  Please ensure the amounts on the pre-test are correct. 
 

https://app.edcoecharterselpa.org/Fiscal/AuditReport


 

 

State/Admin & Federal: 2021-22 Funding Details 
ERMHS: 2021-22 ERMHS Cash Flow 
 
State Reserve Available (if applicable): This is not currently applicable and should be 0. 
 
Prior Year Carry Over: For those schools that did not spend their full state funding in 
2020-21, those funds are included in the unspent funds calculation. This number should 
match the LEA’s 2020-21 unspent funds, which can be found in the prior year MOE Year 
End report. 
 
State: These revenues are funded by state sources and will be included in the 
state/local calculation.  
 
Learning Recovery (LR), Dispute Prevention (DP), and American Rescue Plan (ARP): 
These revenues will adjust in accordance with your expenditures. These revenue 
streams have a two year spending window and only your current year expenditures will 
be included in your MOE calculation. 
 
Federal: These revenues are funded by federal sources and will be excluded from the 
state/local calculation. 
 
State and Federal Reallocation: Partners with multiple LEAs within our SELPA have the 
ability to reallocate state and/or federal funds. After the completion of all reports for 
LEAs in an organization, the option to reallocate funds is available. An approved Board 
Resolution is required for a partner to reallocate funds amongst LEAs’. 
 
State Reserve (Earned): This is not currently applicable and should be 0. 
 
5000-Admin Fee: Admin fees are deducted from the state allocation prior to 
disbursement of funds. For the sake of the MOE, these are added back into the 
revenues and included in the expenditures. 
 

 

2) Special Education Expenditures 
 

Expenditures should reflect an LEA’s 2nd interim budget. 
 
Direct Costs (Object Codes 1000-6999): These are costs related to direct instruction and 
administration of an LEA’s special education program. They would include the salary 
and benefits for the special education administrators, teachers, admin support, and 
aides; books and supplies related to special education; and capital outlay related to 
special education. 
 

https://charterselpa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Funding-Detail.pdf
https://charterselpa.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2021-22-ERMHS.pdf


 

 

Direct Support:  These are costs that support an LEA’s special education program 
peripherally but are not solely special education. They would include a percentage of 
salaries and benefits for the principal, librarian, school secretary, school nurse; a 
portion of maintenance costs for facilities; or a portion of transportation. To include 
direct support costs, the Direct Support calculation at the bottom of the MOE template 
must be completed. An LEA may include direct support costs up to the amount 
determined by the Direct Support calculation but may not claim a higher amount. This 
amount should be reflected in an LEA’s books if it is included in the MOE. Please ensure 
that the Direct Support is not included in the 5000-Contracted Services in the Direct 
Cost section of the MOE. 

 

 
 
Indirect costs: These are costs applied to schoolwide general management. The indirect 
cost rate is determined by CDE and is posted annually on the CDE website: 
https://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/ac/ic/index.asp . The indirect cost rate is prepopulated by 
the SELPA and should be checked by the LEA to ensure accuracy. The template 
calculates the Allowed Indirect Costs. This calculation applies the indirect cost rate to 
direct costs to determine the allowable indirect costs. This calculation does not 
consider that indirect costs may only be applied to up to $25,000 of any sub-agreement 
for services. An LEA may claim up to the Allowed Indirect Costs amount but may not 
exceed the amount. This amount should be reflected in an LEA’s books if it is included 
in the MOE.  
  

 
 

https://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/ac/ic/index.asp


 

 

Local Contribution/Carry Over: When expenses exceed revenues, the MOE report 
should reflect a Local Contribution. If revenues exceed expenses, the MOE should 
reflect Carry Over. Carry Over is only allowed with State funds (RS 6500). Revenues will 
be adjusted with final expenditure reporting at year end for all other funding streams 
should there be unspent funds. The highlighted field below indicates whether the LEA 
has a local contribution or unspent funds. The same field informs the Local Only MOE 
test. 

 
 

 

3) Checkpoints 
 

The MOE template provides quick checks to ensure the LEA is meeting spending and 
MOE requirements.  
 

 
 
 
Federal Funds Spent: An error in this field indicates that an LEA has not fully spent 
eligible federal funds. If there is an error in this field, ensure all budgeted expenditures 
through June 30 have been captured. Final revenue will be adjusted at year end if not 
fully expended.  
 
MH Funds Spent: An error in this field indicates that an LEA has not fully spent eligible 
ERMHS funds. If there is an error in this field, ensure all budgeted expenditures through 
June 30 have been captured. Final revenue will be adjusted at year end if not fully 
expended.  
 
Unspent Funds %: If an LEA is unable to fully spend revenues, the percent of unspent 
funds is provided in this field. LEAs with unspent funds will want to monitor this closely, 
as unspent funds can have implications in the subsequent year. 
 
Unspent Funds > 25%: If more than 25% of funding is unspent at year end, funding in 
the following year will be reimbursement based. Eligibility for federal revenue in 
following year may be impacted. If Unspent Funds is greater than 25%, review 
expenditures and ensure all budgeted expenses through June 30 have been captured.  
 



 

 

Indirect Costs Allowed: An error in this field indicates the indirect costs exceed the 
allowable indirect costs.  
 
MOE Tests: A “Not Met” in this field indicates the LEA is not meeting the MOE 
requirements and federal funding may be impacted. An LEA must demonstrate they 
have spent as much in state and/or local revenues as they did in the prior year to retain 
their federal revenues. 
 
 

4) Testing 
 
There are four opportunities to meet the MOE obligation. An LEA only needs to pass 
one test to meet the obligation, but it is recommended to meet as many as possible to 
protect the LEA from unforeseen events in subsequent years. Fluctuations in revenue 
(due to ADA/Enrollment changes, or due to changes at the state level) or budget 
adjustments to the special education program can impact an LEA’s ability to pass every 
test from year to year. Careful monitoring of the MOE is important to mitigate the 
impact of those events. 
 
It is critical that each LEA ensures that the pre-populated Year of Comparison and 
Comparison Data are accurate. Utilizing the prior year Subsequent Year Tracking form 
will be useful in verifying this information. 
 
 
State/Local: The “Current Year State/Local” data is the total of all expenses minus 
federal revenues.  
 
State/Local Per Pupil: The “Current Year State/Local Per Pupil” data is calculated by 
dividing the “Current Year State/Local” data by the Unduplicated Pupil Count (from 
CALPADS Fall1). 
 
Local Only: The “Current Year Local Only” is comprised of any expenditures above and 
beyond revenues. 
 
Local Only Per Pupil: The “Current Year Local Only Per Pupil” data is calculated by 
dividing the “Current Year Local Only” data by the Unduplicated Pupil Count (from 
CALPADS Fall1). 
 
 

https://app.edcoecharterselpa.org/FiscalPortal/SubYearReview


 

 

  
 
 

5) Exemptions  
 

The MOE provides four tests on these budget components, with the obligation to meet 
one. However, because of the nature of the MOE requirements, funding variances, 
budgeting changes and unanticipated program changes, LEAs are strongly encouraged 
to meet as many tests as possible by utilizing eligible exemptions.  
 
These exemptions are outlined on the MOE Pre-Test: 

 
Federal Award Exemption: This is not a commonly used exemption but is automatically 
calculated within the template. If the LEA had an increase in federal revenues from the 
prior year, they may utilize up to 50% of that increase to fund general education 
activities. This exemption may not be used if an LEA has utilized federal revenues for 
CCEIS expenses. If an LEA is meeting the MOE obligation utilizing the federal award 
exemption, they will need to submit additional information detailing how the federal 
funds were utilized. We recommend careful consideration when utilizing this 
exemption to ensure the LEA meets the requirements. 

 



 

 

Eligible staffing changes: The voluntary departure, by retirement or otherwise, or 
departure for just cause, of certificated and/or classified special education or related 
services personnel (does not include contract non-renewal or staff lay-off due to 
budget shortfall). 
 
Reduction in Special Education Unduplicated Pupil Counts: A decrease in enrollment of 
children with disabilities.  
 
Reduction in services to students: The termination of the obligation to provide a 
program of special education to a particular child with a disability that is an 
exceptionally costly program due to a child leaving the jurisdiction of the agency; a child 
reaching the age at which the obligation of the LEA to provide free appropriate public 
education has terminated; or a child no longer needed the program of special 
education. 
 
Eligible one-time expenses: The termination of costly expenditures for long-term 
purchases, such as the acquisition of equipment or the construction of school facilities 
(must have per unit cost of $5,000 or more). 

 

6) If an LEA does not meet the MOE obligation 
 

If the LEA does not meet the MOE obligation, it is recommended to do the following: 
 
Review expenses: Ensure all special education expenses are included. For the pre-test, 
ensure that all eligible expenditures through June 30 are accounted for in the budget. 
Comparing current year MOE to the prior year MOE may provide insight into where 
changes occurred. Occasionally, an LEA reports incorrect prior year data and will need to 
make adjustments and/or areas for potential exemptions may be identified. 
 
Review potential exemptions: Reviewing staffing changes and pupil changes (counts 
and services) may result in eligible exemptions. Even if an LEA does not see a decrease 
in overall pupil count, it does not mean there are not eligible exemptions within the 
student population. Changes in NPS/RTC placements, one-time low incidence purchases, 
or a change in services on a per student basis are areas that are often overlooked. 
 
Income reallocation: Organizational partners with multiple LEA’s in the SELPA may find 
that income reallocation allows them to meet their MOE obligation without adding 
expenses to their bottom line. 
 
Use of direct support/indirect costs: Not every LEA accounts for direct support or 
indirect costs in the sped program. If the LEA does not do so, adding these expenses 
may allow them to meet the MOE obligation. It is important to recognize that adding 
expenses increases your obligation in subsequent years, so we recommend looking at 
exemptions first. 



 

 

 
Opt out of revenues: As a last resort and to retain the ability to receive federal funding 
in subsequent years, reducing revenues by foregoing optional revenues (low incidence, 
ERMHS) would increase the local contribution of the LEA and potentially allow the LEA 
to meet the MOE obligation.  

 

If there are any questions regarding the MOE Pre-Test, we are happy to work with LEAs to 
navigate the reporting. This is a valuable glimpse at the results of the year-end MOE testing, 
and the information is vital to dealing with any potential MOE issues prior to year-end.  

 

For any questions or concerns, please contact the Charter SELPA business team: 
charterselpabusiness@edcoe.org or 530-295-2462. 

 

 
 
 

mailto:charterselpabusiness@edcoe.org

